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A Hillsborough County Sixth Grade English class enjoying a film

from "Children's Literature". Projector and student operator

shown in background.





CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

General Statement

The purpose of this study is to show how a planned

and well integrated program in audio-visual education worked

to an advantage for the benefit of the sixth grade pupils in

the Hillsborough County Schools,

First emphasis belongs on the pupil. Elementary edu-

cation is concerned primarily with well-rounded pupil growth

and development along lines that will enable the pupil to get

his bearings in the world as he is very likely to experience

it.

The school should help every pupil to discover his

interests and abilities; to understand himself as a growing

personality, and to realize that he is capable of being a

well-adjusted and happy individual.

The audio-visual education program should guide the

pupil into many different kinds of functional learning, and

develop those attitudes and understandings that will provide

him with true ways of democratic living at every age level.

It has been stated by authority that sixty-five per-

cent of all information learned is learned the audio-visual





way. The world the children of this "in-between" age live in

is a world of audio-visual stimulation, and the best the

teacher can do is to arrange and manipulate the environment so

that it will inspire and lead to learning.

It has been noted that the child of this age is rest-

less and interest seems to be at a very low ebb, possibly as

a result of insufficient recreation and outside interests.

Because it is not feasible for the students in many of

the communities to have first-hand contacts with all aspects

of life, past and present, extensive use is made of visual and

audio aids to give meanings. The motion picture more or less

faithfully reproduces scenes, settings, processes, and actions

representing the history, literature and life of all parts of

the world. The sound film has greatly increased the poten-

tialities of the film as a means of instruction.

There are several kinds of audio aids to instruction

used in this program, but the list is far from complete. Not

only do these aids affect instruction, but they are found to

be useful in promoting greater interest in community recrea-

tion and school-communities' activity. The use of the phono-

graph is greatly extended in these schools, as it can be used

in any room at any time records are on hand, while the radio

programs have to be handled from a central station in most of

the schools.





In the past the schools have relied almost entirely

upon reading, together with other forms of language arts to

give information and develop understandings. This was not

satisfactory as all people do not learn equally well from

the printed page, nor can all experiences be shared most

effectively through reading.

Specific Problem
i . —

The Hillsborough County Schools presented an audio-

visual education program where difficulties were magnified

by: (1) lack of understanding of the program (2) insufficient

training in the work (3) misunderstanding as to the purpose

of the program (4) too much textbook teaching without supple-

mentary materials (5) the laissez-faire idea in some of the

communities (6) meager amount of usable material on hand (7)

insufficient funds for proper equipment (8) time of broad-

casts not often fitted to school hours (9) inability to get

films at all times as scheduled from the Film Library.

Definition of Terms

Audio-visual Education may be briefly defined as "hear

it and see it". According to Dorris, Visual Instruction means

the presentation of knowledge to be gained through the seeing

or visual experience.! According to Roberts, Visual Education

is known as a modern method of imparting information, which

Dorris, A. V., Visual Instruction in the Public Schools , p. 6.
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is based upon the psychological principle that one has a much

better conception of the thing he sees than of the thing he

reads or hears discussed. 1 Dent defines visual-sensory aids

as all materials used in the classroom, or in other teaching

situations, to facilitate the understanding of the written

or spoken word.

The aids used in audio-visual education programs are

defined as follows:

Chart - A diagram, outline or delineation, having a
geographical or physical signification; a type of
graph showing changes; a tabular representation of
factual data.

Cover Glass - The clear, protecting glass placed
over the picture drawn or etched on ground glass to
make a lantern slide.

3

Field Journeys - The field trip is a study of the
resources of the community, natural and human. *

Filmslide - A slide made on thirty-five millimeter
film in color, or in black and white.

Filmstrip - A strip of thirty-five millimeter film
on which separate pictures have been printed in
succession.

Filmstrip Projector - A machine designed for casting
filmstrip on a screen.

Flat Picture - A photographic print, picture cut from
a magazine or a printed picture.

1 Roberts, A. B., An Introductioxi to Visual Aids , School
Activities, Vol. 10, p. 212.

2
Dent, E. C, The Audio

-

Visual Handbook, rev. ed., p. 1.

Chandler, A., Audio -Visual Techniques
, p. 244.

^ State Dept. of Education, The Audio -Visual Way , p. 12.





Glass Slide - Designation for a lantern slide, either
in color or black and white, made on glass, size three
and one-fourth by four inches, to be used in a stand-
ard size lantern slide projector.

Globe - A spherical body on whose surface is depicted
a representation of the geography of the earth or the
heavens. When the representation is that of the earth,
the sphere is called a terrestrial globe. When the
representation is that of heavenly bodies, the sphere
is known as a celestial globe.

Graph - A diagrammatic representation of relationship
by a system of dot and line markings.

Habitat Group - The life-size, life-scale, three-
dimensional group erected as a fixed part of the ex-
hibits in a museum, for the purpose of displaying any
materials and specimens against a painted background,
which depicts or is a composite approximating an actual
locality, and with accessories so arranged as to form
an integral part of the group, usually artificially
lighted. The true habitat group is a blending of the
accurate background, accessories and specimens so that
it is a complete unit artistically, geographically,
historically and biologically.

Lantern Slide - A picture made on glass, film or on
specially prepared material, and placed between glass
or on a cardboard mount, and shown by means of a
lantern slide projector -

1-

map - A picture showing the position of the geographi-
cal features of the earth.

Mat - Backing for a painting.

Model - An exact likeness.

Motion Picture Projector - The machine for casting any
picture upon a screen and causing the reproduction of
accompanying sounds, either synchronized with the mov-
ing picture or recorded at the same time on the same
motion picture film.

Chandler, A., Audio -Visual Techniques , pp. 245-24&.





Opaque Projector - A machine for casting flat pictures
upon a screen, similar to the lantern slides.

Opaque Screen - The flat white-surface screen on which
may be projected black and white or colored silent
motion pictures or lantern slides. The surface coating
may be of aluminum or the flat white, so-called "matte"
coating which produces an even distribution of light.

Photograph Lantern Slide - A lantern slide in which
the pictorial image is printed directly on the photo-
graphic lantern slide plate from a negative, processed,
and then colored if desired. The slide is then covered
with a cover glass, and projected as a standard lantern
slide

Play-Back - A phonograph or turn-table device on which
the records may be played.

Print - A positive picture or reproduction made from a
negative. Applied in audio-visual instruction to pic-
tures, photographs and films.

Record - A cylinder or disc plate prepared in such a
way as to reproduce sounds when brought into contact
with the needle of a phonograph or other recording
apparatus.

Recording - The term applied to the mechanical account,
record, evidence or report of a program of any kind.

Reel - A rotary spool or frame. The term for the unit
of measurement applied to motion picture film. The
standard reel of sixteen millimeter film for classroom
use carries four hundred feet of film.

Screen - The surface on which a slide, motion picture
or other pictorial image is projected and viewed. The
screens made for school use are of two general types,
the opaque and the translucent.

Silent Film - kotion picture film on which a series of
pictures or images is photographed to be shown at a
rate of sixteen frames per second. The film can only
be shown on a projector geared to show silent film.

Slide Carrier - That part of a lantern slide projector
into which a slide is inserted for projection.





Slide Viewer - An instrument or holder for the viewing
of individual lantern slides. Usually a table top
instrument which gives sufficient magnification to
permit close examination of the slide.

Specimen - A single item or sample representative of
a class or group of materials or things.

Stereopticon - A projection machine made especially
for the projection of lantern slides. The name for
a lantern slide projector.

Stereograph - An oblong picture containing two slightly
dissimilar photographs of the same object, taken by
a double camera with lenses set at a distance equal
to the normal distance between the pupils of the eyes.

Stereoscope - A special optical apparatus or instru-
ment used to view a stereograph.

Transcription - An artificial record or recording of
a "live" program.

Vectograph - A special type of stereoscopic photograph,
printed in two colors or in black and white. The two
colors are more widely used. Both pictures must be
printed on opposite sides of a polarizing film and
must be viewed through polaroid glasses to obtain the
three-dimensional effect they are designed to give.

View-Master - A stereoscopic device whereby sets of
stereoscopic minature color photographs arranged on
reels may be viewed as three-dimensional pictures.

1

Radio - A machine to supply information from "hearing".

Television - A machine to supply information from
"seeing".

Delimitation

Contacts were limited to the sixth grade of Hillsborough

County Schools, which included the regular fall and winter

1
Ibid. pp. 24S-252





schools and the summer or "strawberry" schools for both white

and colored children.

Basic Assumption

It is assumed that the eye is considered to be primary

in importance, thus giving us the right to place it ahead of

the other senses. In this situation the term, visual-sensory

education becomes a more nearly true statement of the situa-

tion than would "visual education" or "visual instruction".

The development of sound pictures, sound filmslides, radio pro-

grams, sound recording, reproducing and distributing equipment,

the majority of which are being used extensively among schools,

is bringing into use a comparatively new term, "audio-visual".

It is used to encompass almost the entire field of illustrative

materials; visual aids, sound aids and the various combinations

of the two. Perhaps all might be called more appropriately

"Scientific Aids to Learning," as very few can do more than

aid the pupil in his acquisition of usuable knowledge.!

Basic Hypotheses

All means of education which add to the pupil's inter-

est, economize time, and increase the efficiency of learning,

should be brought into modern school procedures. But it

Dent, E. C, The Audio -Visual Handbook , p. 2.





should always be borne in mind that it is fundamentally impossi-

ble, as well as quite undesirable, to set aside or eliminate the

necessity of actual work on the part of pupils. All that educa-

tional means can do is to make problems and their solution more

full of meaning to children' and to provide more means and sources

of help in their solution. Visual materials are of value in the

stimulation of thinking, in clarifying the factors involved in

the solution of a problem, and in rendering more thorough the

mastery attained. The use of visual instruction materials will

not eliminate work; they will not set aside nor lessen the use

of the textbooks and libraries. On the contrary, visual aids

will furnish the stimulus to go to textbooks and library sources

for information such as visual materials themselves cannot give.l

Need for Study

The need for the study was apparent from observation of

the bookish treatment of the tool subjects. It was necessary to

find some means of arousing the interest among the pupils of the

sixth grade age to replace the "don't care" attitude existing.

John Dewey says that interest is intrinsic, that where interest

exists the pupil does his work, not because he hopes to escape

some punishment or get a high mark, but because the work of it-

self commands his attention.

2

Dorris, A. V., Visual Instruction in the Public Schools , p. 34»
2

Ibid. p. 16.
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Incidence of the Problem

As teachers we are constantly on the alert for more

successful methods of teaching. We became "visual aids" con-

scious during World War II, when the Armed Forces brought to

our attention how visual aids played a major part in the edu-

cation and training of the men in the different branches of

the Service. Knowing what visual education was doing to help

win the ; ('ar , we felt strongly that every child should have

equally fine educational advantages. About this time our edu-

cational and professional magazines presented articles on the

subject, professional meetings were held to discuss the pro-

posed program, a county instructional materials center was

established, and soon our visual education program developed

into an audio-visual education program.

Related Literature

For generations we maintained the book-centered school

in its social isolation. Then we discovered the community and

eagerly sought to use its varied resources to enrich and vital-

ize our academic programs. In recent years teachers have done

much to bring the community into the school through means of

audio-visual education. Education cannot be identified solely

with schooling, nor learning with formal instruction.

1

1 Olson, Edward G. , School and Community , p. 3#6.
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Although the expressions "visual education", "visual

instruction", "visual aids", and "audio-visual instruction",

"audio-visual aids" and "visual-sensory aids" are of recent

origin as far as professional literature is concerned, the

method involved is very, very old. In fact, because it is

both simple and natural, it is probably the oldest method of

conveying ideas. Primitive man certainly learned to convey

his thoughts by signs, gestures, facial expressions, and

crude imitations long before he developed a vocabulary with

which to express them orally. Later came hieroglyphics or

picture writing, and centuries later, the many and varied

forms of early alphabets which found their way successfully

onto clay tablets and papyrus

Even in formalized education, visual aids have been used

for centuries. Sand, boards, and slate, on which marks were

made and diagrams were drawn, were the predecessors of the

modern blackboard. Real objects and specimens have always been

used to illustrate and inform. Trips were common in the old

Greek schools, and these and other aids were recommended and

used by Postalozzi, Rousseau, Froebel, William Penn, Benjamin

Franklin, Horace liann and many other great thinkers, educators,

and leaders.

1

KcKown and Roberts, Audio -Visual Aids to Instruction , p. 4.
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While we have used the maps, globes, charts, pictures

and many other visual aids for years in our public schools,

we have only recently made a definite program of the subject,

which was so forcefully brought to our attention when the

movie projectors were available to our schools.





The Assistant Manager of the Hillsborough County Instructional

Materials Center beginning the Monday morning's delivery of

Audio-Visual aids.





CHAPTER II

THE HISTORY OF THE PROGRAM

Organization of Instructional Materials Center

In Hillsborough County the distribution of audio-

visual materials is handled through the Hillsborough County-

Instructional Materials Center. The Center is housed in the

frame building, located at 3745 Florida Avenue, Tampa, Florida,

that was formerly the Hillsborough County Free Textbook Center.

The building is about sixty-five feet by one hundred and fifty

feet, with shelf space for approximately 350,000 textbooks.

Recently an office, a film inspection laboratory, a material

storage room, and a preview theatre, seating forty people,

were constructed in the front portion of the building to care

for the audio-visual materials.

The Instructional Materials Center is staffed by, the

Director of Instructional Materials, Assistant Manager and the

Secretary. Additional help is employed on a daily basis from

time to time in order to take care of peak loads. The County

School Board has provided a panel delivery truck for deliver-

ing instructional materials to the various schools throughout

the County.

The Director of Instructional Materials is a member of

the county supervisory staff with supervisory as well as
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administrative responsibilities.

As a supervisor he assists teachers in the selection and

utilization of instructional materials. Conferences with the

individual teachers and principals, and demonstrations to groups

in the preview theatre at the Center are some of the means used

by the director to encourage proper utilization of materials.

Periodic visits are made to schools for the purpose of answer-

ing questions and offering assistance.

Policies relative to the handling and distribution of

audio-visual materials are initiated by the Audio-Visual

Committee, approved by the Director of Education and the County

School Board, and administered by the Director of Instructional

Materials. These policies are then explained to the various

county organizations of school principals and amended if it is

necessary, in light of discussions with these groups.

Audio-visual materials are purchased with county school

funds on the order of the Director. He requisitions such aids

as are recommended by the Audio-Visual Committee. This group

is composed of nine teachers and principals from the different

schools, and much time is spent during the year studying criti-

cisms of material, and previewing or auditioning that material

that seems best suited to the County's need. From this dbudy

a list of materials to be purchased grows. The list is then

trimmed to meet the budgetary requirements and orders placed.
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The entire staff of the Instructional Materials Center

is indoctrinated with the philosophy that their office is a

service organization. The main job of all is to get the right

material to the right teacher at the right time. Although

this end has not been accomplished, every effort is bent to

the accomplishment of this goal. Each member of the staff

endeavors to contribute such advice and assistance to the

teacher that will assist her in better performing her all

important work with the boys and girls of Hillsborough County.

The present organization has been in existence for only

three years, but it has worked well enough to be studied by

other counties. Economies are made in combining the delivery

of textbooks and audio-visual materials as well as the saving

of time and confusion by having all instructional material

under one head.

The serious objection to the type of organization which

is mentioned above is the coincidence of peak loads in both

types of material at the opening and closing of the school term.

During the pre-school and post-school conference periods the

Director should be free and available for conferences and con-

sultations, but his office is over crowded with the administra-

tive work of getting textbooks to the schools and scheduling

audio-visual materials for the coming year. At the close of

school the annual textbook report and inventory presents a

similar rush of administrative duties. In spite of this the





The Secretary of the Hillsborough County Instructional Materials

Center threading a movie projector in preparation for a pre-view

of educational films.
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system works well and is recommended for study.

The following article in the Tampa Morning Tribune,

November 23, 1947, gives an accurate and brief history of the

Visual Education Program in Hillsborough County:

Starting from scratch less than two years ago,
Hillsborough County now can claim one of Florida's
finest visual education departments—one that can hold
its own with any in the country.

W. F. Lloyd, Director of the County's brand new con-
solidated Instructional Materials Center
admits he may be prejudiced in claiming Hillsborough
ranks one-two with Dade County.

But the accomplishments of his department back him up.
In fact, the progress in four school semesters is little
short of phenomenal.

Prior to January, 1946, visual education in Hillsborough
County was confined to a handful of the wealthier
schools—those which could afford the purchase of a
motion picture projector. There was no coordination,
no attempt to equalize the facilities for showing films
in schools throughout the county.

The schools with projectors ran their own visual edu-
cation program, renting what films they could find
available. Kost schools had no projectors; hence no
visual education program.

But this fellow Lloyd, a chunky, good-natured teacher
of mathematics at Hillsborough High School for eighteen
years, had ideas. And he was stubborn. The combination
began to pay off in January last year, when he was given
permission to devote half-time to the formation of a
visual education department, and he was given a spare
room at Hillsborough High School.

Starting with little more than a couple of Mickey I louse
reels, Lloyd began to pound the pavement, asking for
donations of films or money from business firms in
Tampa. He pestered the County School Board, and the
Tampa Trustees. He urged schools, especially those in
rural areas, to buy projectors.
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A committee of eight teachers and principals was then
formed to gather data for new visual aid materials, to
pass on new films to be purchased, and to help in the
crusade to develop modern educational methods in the
County schools. Lloyd gives most of the credit for his
department's success and expansion to the untiring work
of this committee.

In less than two years Hillsborough County jumped from
obscurity to the top in visual education.

The film library now boasts 302 reels worth $16,000,
including 250 different titles. Every field of educa-
tion, at all grade levels is covered—everything from
Adventures of Bunny Rabbit to Atomic Energy. This
year the County School Board has appropriated $3,350
for the purchase of more films.

Now 72 of the county's 91 schools have their own movie
projectors and are participating in the visual educa-
tion program, more than double the number with such
facilities in early 1946.

Lloyd's department filled 3000 bookings last year, and
has 3600 requests for films already this year.

Latest step in the program expansion was the move from
an empty classroom at Hillsborough to its present loca-
tion. It came about when the schools' Board of Educa-
tion decided to combine the jobs of County Book Deposi-
tory Manager and Film Library Director—and gave Lloyd
both of them. The barnlike building at 3745 Florida
Avenue was turned over to him, and soon it was no longer
a barn.

A spanking new paint job, some alterations, and a general
renovation—all courtesy of the County School Maintenance
Department, and Lloyd has a Hillsborough County School
Instructional Materials Center the school system can be
proud of—and is.

The Center includes a display room, for samples of new
educational literature and audio-visual equipment; a
projection room, where Lloyd previews new films for the
teachers and principals; a film library, an office, and
a huge storeroom for the thousands of new books that
are made ready for distribution to the schools.

^

Tampa Morning Tribune, November 23, 1947, P. 9-D.
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According to the questionnaire executed by the sixth

grade teacher in the sixty-nine schools investigated, fifty-

four schools present a planned audio-visual education program.

Forty-four of these own and use a motion picture projector,

thirty-six a school radio, eleven a centralized public address

system, fifty-one a phonograph; fifty use maps and forty-eight

use globes, six use models, eighteen photographs, ten prints,

fourteen own and use stereoslides, nine own tape or wire re-

corders, twenty use specimens and two own and use rectograph

slides.

With the use of this equipment the schools were able

to administer a planned program in audio-visual education, and

were assisted by the requisitioning of films, records and

recordings provided by the Instructional Materials Center. The

Center also provides filmstrips, but very little has been used

by the schools, as shown in the results of this study.





Students preparing to show a film to the science

class.





CHAPTER III

HOW THE AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IS OPERATED IN THE SIXTH

GRADES OF THE HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY SCHOOLS

The program is first planned to supplement the textbooks

used in the sixth grade in the following subjects:

1. English or the Language Arts
2. Arithmetic
3. Social Sciences:

(a) history
(b) government
(c) geography

4<> Natural Science
5. Art Appreciation
6

.

Musi c
7o Physical Education

(a) health
(b) safety

The Motion Picture

During the two weeks pre-planning period of the 194#-49

school term the teachers were requested to make a tentative plan

for the year. The schools all followed the same procedure as out-

lined by the Summer Work Shop and meetings called by the super-

visors and superintendent.

On completion of the lesson plan the film catalogues were

examined and films were selected to supplement the subjects* A

film request form was provided on which the teacher indicated the

title of the film, the week it was to be used, time of showing

and the name of the schools and teacher.
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Films and filrastrips were pre-viewed by the principal

and teacher, usually during the afternoon faculty meeting held

on the day the films were delivered from the Instructional

Materials Center.

All materials requisitioned from the Center were as a

rule distributed on Monday, and it was the responsibility of

the principal to see that they were returned by Friday of the

same week, in order that other schools would not be deprived

of the opportunity to use them. Principals and teachers were

permitted to go to the Center on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day for any remaining material on the shelves that had not been

requisitioned. Teachers were cautioned to use only the films

that would fit in with the plans for the week when making a

requisition for a substitute film.

When films were not available at the Center they were

usually requisitioned from the Extension Division Film Library

of the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. Other films

were secured from the Encyclopaedia Britannica Film Library as

outlined for the sixth grade, and the Educators Guide tc Free

Films , Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin. When

it was necessary to secure films from any source other than

the Instructional Materials Center, a charge was made for the

postage and handling.
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The first choice films selected for English from

the Instructional Materials Center were:

Treasure Island - An MGM production starring
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper.

The Perfect Tribute - An MGM dramatization
of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. (Also
used for Social Studies).

Punctuation (Mark Your Meaning) - Dramatizes
the importance of punctuation by showing the
different interpretations put on an unpunctuated
sentence.

Its Your Library - Explains on an elementary
level the mechanics of the library and the
function of the Librarian.

Know Your Library - An introduction to the
use of the library. (Used in the sixth grade,
but recommended for junior and senior high
schools)

.

We Discover the Dictionary - Teaches dictionary
skills including the use of guide words, finding
spelling and definition of words.

Also the well known stories of Moby Dick , David
Copperfield , Adventures of Tom Sawyer , Huckleberry
Finn , Leaves of Grass , The Young King , Forest
Patrol and Homer Price.

The first choice English films requisitioned from

the General Extension Film Library, University of Florida,

were:

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn - Mark Twain's fam-
ous story as produced by MGM with Mickey Rooney
as star. (This film was very popular and the
Instructional Materials Center could not supply
all the schools).
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How Do You Do - Demonstrates basic techniques of the
meeting andTntroducing of people in social situations.
Film shows various types of introduction, and explains
how and why they are used. Cast is composed of teen-
age actors who present normal situations.

How to Study - Contains suggestions on how to budget
and properly use time for lesson preparations. Brief
sequence is devoted to the development of study skills.

No films were reported as requisitioned for English

from the Encyclopaedia Britannica Film Library or the Educators

Guide to Free Films.

The first choice films selected for Arithmetic from the

Instructional Materials Center were:

Long Division - Numerical division is explained as a
process of repeated subtraction. Explains the concept
of division, but does not teach the method.

Using the Bank - Acquaints students with many banking
operations, making relevant arithmetic problems more
meaningful.

Parts of Nine - Develops the meaning of the number "9"
through experience situations and the use of concrete
material.

Parts of Things - Develops the meaning of one-half and
one-fourth as an introduction to the concept of the
fractions.

The Teen Numb er

s

- Develops the concept of place value
in the teen numbers

.

• Measurement - Don, a boy of twelve, encounters everyday
situations involving measurement of seven kinds: cubic,
square, linear, weight, liquid, temperature and time.
Illustrations are very simple ones, such as making a
ball diamond, counting money, measuring a room and etc.
No other films were reported as used for Arithmetic.
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The first choice films selected for the social

sciences from the Instructional Materials Center were:

(a) History:

Colonial Children - Film portrays home life in the
American colonies. Household equipment is made at
home, furniture, candles and quilts. Reading lesson
is studied by children.

Colonial Expansion - Animated drawings and inter-
polated scenes characterize events in colonial ex-
pansion of North America from 1492 to 1763.

Life in Old Louisiana - Portrays representative
aspects of Louisiana and its key city, New Orleans,
during the years of Creole dominance, 1&30-1S50.

Planter of Colonial Virginia - Reproduced in
collaboration with the Williamsburg Restoration,
this film provides authentic portrayal of life in
the eighteenth century colonial Virginia.

Spirit of the Plains - Surveys changes in the Great
Plains Trom the time of the buffalo herds to that of
the dust storms. Contains excerpts from such motion
pictures as The Covered Wagon, The Thundering Herd ,

and The Plainsman .

(b) Geography:

Argentina , People of Buenos Aires - This film depicts
the events in the cTaily lives of the people, along
with their interdependence upon the vast Pampas.

Belgium the Beautiful - Travelog of Belgium presenting
some important cities, picturesque canals and
country life.

Bolivia - Pictures progress made in developing the
resources of Bolivia under conditions that make
travel and communication difficult.

Brazil - Portrays Brazil, largest of the South
American republics, exceeding even continental area
of the United States. Life on a large coffee plan-
tation is shown.
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Building; the Panama Canal - Historic scenes of the
building of

-
the CanaH Explanation in animation

and demonstration as to how locks operate. Trip
through the Canal after completion is shown.
(Also requisitioned to supplement history text).

Cattleman - Life of family and hired helpers on a
cattle ranch is shown: mealtime, repairing fences,
herding cattle, marketing experiences, shoeing and
breaking horses, rounding up, dipping and shipping.
Cowboy songs are sung around a campfire.

Children of Holland - Portrays home life , environ-
ment, and activities of country boy and girl in
peacetime Holland. Trip by horse and cart to a
typical Dutch town provides glimpses of urban life.
School activities, games, handicrafts, and some
recreational pursuits are shown. Native dialog is
reproduced and interpreted.

Children of Switzerland - Film shows Swiss home
life, food's, summer industries, topography and the
people.

Chile - A survey of Chilean scene: mountains, ^orts,
deserts, glaciers, mines, pastoral areas; role of
large estate; Santiago.

Far Western States - Describes economy of four states,
Washington, Oregon, California and Nevada, including
historical resume of progress made in use of resources
in this region.

Land of Mexico - Describes geographical features of
Mexico, including its natural resources, industries
and activities of its people in both urban and rural
areas.

Maps are Fun - Fundamental concepts of map reading,
legend, scale, types of maps, uses of color, how to
read maps. Index is introduced.

Navajo Children - Relates experiences of Navajo boy
and girl in moving with their family from their home
where they live in the winter to their summer home
and in participating in the work of the family.
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People of Hawaii - Describes native economy of
Hawaiian Islands, home and school life, sports and
craftsmanship and preparation of a native feast.
Mass production and harvesting of sugar cane and
pineapples are shown.

People of Mexico - Tells origin, history and pre-
sent status of ceople who now make up the popula-
tion of Mexico.

People of Viestern China - Indicates influence of
habits and customs of past centuries in present-day
Western China. Methods of agriculture, irrigation,
and culture and use of bamboo are shown.

(c) Government:

Arteries of the City - Clarifies elements which
influence development of a city's transportation
facilities. Factors considered include: distri-
bution of residential and business sections; daily
flow of people between these sections; transporta-
tion planning; subway, suburban train, ferry and
bus; also automobile traffic systems, police regula-
tion and city government

.

The first choice films selected for the social

sciences from the general Extension Library of the University

of Florida were:

(a) History:

Inside the Capitol - Shows various parts of the U. S.
Capitol with informative commentary pertaining to its
historical background. Areas pictured include adminis-
trative, judiciary and legislative chambers, library,
offices and decorative panels.

(b) Geography:

America the Beautiful - Travelog in technicolor.

Island People - Film gives panoramic view of Britain,
its land and its people and their lives.
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Mexican Children - Home life of Mexican child, his
preparation for citizenship, recreation, toys, and
clothes are portrayed.

New England Fishermen - A schooner sets out for the
Grand Banks. Crew makes ready their lines and hooks,
with which they will fish in small boats. After the
small boat is filled, it returns to schooner to un-
load and send out again. Work and living conditions
aboard steam trawler portrayed.

Passenger Train , The - Film describes journey on a
streamlined diesel-electric passenger train. The
duties of ticket seller, gateman, baggageman, con-
ductor, engineer, motor attendant, mail clerk, chef,
steward, waiter, and porter are shown and described.

Proudest Americans - A picture of the Seminole
Indians of the Florida Everglades in their native
domain, setting forth customs, showing costumes and
territory which they inhabit.

The films used for Health, Safety and Physical Educa-

tion from the Instructional Materials Center were:

A Lease on Life - This is a story of an average
American

-
Family and how they plan to avoid unnecessary

illness.

Another to Conquer - A Navajo Indian chief deplores
the inroad's of white man's science into Indian tradi-
tions, but tuberculosis in his own family convinces
him of the superiority of the white man's methods.

Bicycling with Complete Safety - Demonstrates the
correct ways to ride bicycles and cautions the law-
breakers.

Cloud in the Sky - A Spanish family learns about
tuberculosis and becomes a missionary for tubercu-
losis prevention.

First Aid - Describes proper procedure for caring for
an injured person.

Posture and Exercises - Explains muscle activity and
correct posture importance.
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The first choice films selected for Science from the

Instructional Materials Center were:

Animal Life - Main types of animals are reviewed:
Protozoans, sponges, coelentrates, echinoderms,
worms, molluscs, crustaceans, insects, and verte-
brates. Animal functions of locomotion, food
intake, digestion, waste disposal, respiration
and nervous system are discussed.

Boat Trip - Nancy and Roger take a boat trip
Hewn the Hudson River from Albany to New York;
see different parts of the boat, different
types of boats, and docking of ocean liner.

Brown Pelican at Home - Filmed in Florida, this
film describes habits of one of Florida's water
birds.

Butterflies - Life history of cabbage butterfly
and swallowtail butterfly, their different
characteristics rind habits, their role in cross-
fertilization of flowers.

Development of Transportation - Transportation
developments within the United States during
the past years are described.

Earth and Its Seasons - Explains by means of
photography, animated drawings and narration,
why we have changes of seasons, vernal and
autumnal equinoxes, summer and winter solstices.

Flowers at Work - Discusses parts and physiology
of flowers, various types of flowers, and differ-
ent methods of pollination. Relation of insects
to cross-fertilization is illustrated.

Frog - Portrays life cycle of the frog, as repre-
sentative amphibian. Development of embryo,
changes in tadpole state, and adult physical
characteristics

.

Fungus Plants - Time-lapse photography and anima-
tion illustrate growth and reproduction of various
mushrooms, molds and other fungi.

House Fly - The four stages of the fly's life
cycle are shown: egg, larva, pupa, and adult.
Activities as carrier of disease are presented.
Effective means of eliminating fly menace shown.
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How Nature Protects Animals - Shows devices by
which animals conceal themselves: nc.tural pro-
tection through speed of movement, mimicry,
protective coloration, armor and secluded homes.

Leaves - Significance of leaves to all life forms
is indicated. Relationship of plant leaves to
other parts of plant is shown.

Magnets - Film is built around explorations by
two children into nature and the behavior of
magnets. The presentation of scientific principles
and use of scientific terms is contributed to the
development of the concept of magnetism.

konarch Butterfly - Film begins with the develop-
ment of the caterpillar into chrysalis and depicts
each successive phase of development to adult
butterfly.

Mr. and Mrs . Goldfinch - (silent) Seasonal cycle
oT goTcTlincn is pictured.

Panama Interior - Shows animals, birds, and insects
of Panama; operation of locks, inland lakes, and
typical terrain. Life of native also portrayed.

Plant Growth - Time-lapse photography shows entire
period of growth of pea plant from time seed first
sends out its root and stalk until ripened seeds
are scattered.

Roots of Plants - Various forms of plant roots are
presented, and processes of growth, structure and
other characteristics are brought out. Functions
of root-cap and root-hairs, osmosis and water ab-
sorbtion by roots are illustrated.

Seed Dispersal - Portrays dispersal of plant seeds
by wind, transportation by animals and propulsion
from seed cases. Different species of seeds are
shown moving about, germinating and sprouting.

Spiders - Presents life cycle of nursery-web
spider and peculiar habits and characteristics
of the orb-web, funnel-web and trap-door spiders.

Terns of the Tortugas - Describes Florida terns in their
nat ive~Eabitat s

.
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Water Birds - Physical characteristics, habits,
environment of egret, mallard duck, Canada
goose, brown pellican and the flamingo.

What Make s Rain - Tells how a small boy learns
from the weatherman "what makes rain". Esplains
concepts of evaporation and condensation as they
apply to the "water cycle".

(All science films were supplied the sixth grades
during this period by the Instructional Materials
Center)

.

The films used in Art Appreciation during the 1943-

1949 school term were secured from the Instructional

Materials Center under the following titles:

Metal Craft - Explains the steps taken by master
craftsmen in making a pewter bowl, a bronze bowl
and a molded candlestick.

Pottery Making - Shows a professional potter
mixing clay, centering it on a small wheel,
shaping, trimming and preparing it for firing.

Plastic Art - Shows the stages by which a
sculptor conceives and executes a bronze
statuary.

Arts and Crafts of Mexico - Portrays native
craftsmen at work

-
"in their homes and shops.

The films used in Music during this period were also

requisitioned from the Instructional Materials Center as

follows:

The String Choir - The first of a series of four
films depicting the instruments, sounds and playing
techniques of the various choirs comprising the
orchestra.

The Telephone Hour - Pictures one of the Tele-
phone Hour radio broadcasts with Donald Vorhees
and the Bell Telephone orchestra.

(Other music films were available but not used).
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Slides and Film Strips

For the projection of a single picture visible to an

entire class, the film strip and slide are widely used in

some counties. These materials can be adapted to use in many-

situations. The slide or film strip lends itself especially

well to any pictorial study in which motion is not essential

and in which detailed observation of various features is nec-

essary for clarification of ideas or development of under-

standings. The range of subject matter that can be covered

effectively is extensive. Color has been introduced and used

with a high degree of success. With film strips and slides

the material can be presented as many times as desirable.

Projectors and slides are relatively inexpensive.

Slides are easily catalogued and can be stored in a small space.

Students and teachers often make slides pertinent to

the problems being studied and to the locality in which the

school is situated. The use of the slides is largely in the

instruction of science and social studies.

The following is a list of film strips requisitioned

by the sixth grade teachers from the Instructional Materials

Center during the 194S-49 school term:

English

None

.
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Social Studies

History and Government:

Our Federal Government
Our Congress
Department of Interior
Department of Agriculture
Post Office Department
Prehistoric Times - The Stone Age
Prehistoric Times - The Bronze and Iron Age
Needs and Purposes of the Charter
The Charter's Organization
City Within a City

Geography:

Northeastern Region of the United States
Southeastern Region of the United States
Southwestern Region of the United States
Northwestern Region of the United States
Far Western Region of the United States
Middle States Region
National Park of the United States
Forests of the United States
History of Land Transportation
History of Water Transportation
History of Air Transportation

Science

Solar System
Embryonic Growth of a Domestic Fowl
Bacteria
Hunting Water Fowl with a Camera

Art

English Paintings
French Paintings
Italian Paintings
Spanish Paintings

Blackboard

No school room is ever without the blackboard and

chalk combination, that is if the room in use was designed





Sixth Grade Class in a "Strawberry" School making

use of the Plat Picture.
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for a school room when built. Several rooms were found to

be in use as classrooms which were not designed for this

purpose when the building was erected. Over-crowded condi-

tions in many schools since World War II, have created the

necessity of moving barracks buildings and other temporary

structures on school grounds. In such cases a portable

blackboard was found to be in use. The investigation shows

that the teachers in this County use the old method of solving

arithmetic problems on the blackboard, although there is a

tendency to neglect this aid in other sixth grade subjects

for seat work.

Bulletin Boards

The bulletin board is an aid to practically every

subject, grade and school activity. Interest is aroused

through information displayed on it. The bulletin board

may be a single piece of homosote or heavy cardboard, framed

and hung in the classroom, or it may be placed on an easel,

in order that it may be accessible to the children. The

children's bulletin board should be about eye level. Most

of the teachers used the latter so the pupils have the

opportunity for participation in preparing the displays.

Flat Pictures

The teachers all used a good many flat pictures.

Several had unusually good collections. The "National
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Geographic" magazine and "Holiday" magazines were the most

widely used for this purpose.

Each school should have a good reference collection

of flat pictures on which each teacher may draw, and also

each teacher should have a special collection of her own,

particularly pertinent to her own subject or class needs.

This effective aid is available to all teachers at little

or no cost. The school collection may contain pictures of

both general and specific nature, collections of reproduc-

tions of masterpieces, and special posters and prints. The

class collection may be made up of pictures from magazines

and newspapers, art work of students, photographs, posters,

postal cards, advertisements and prints. They should be

filed so that they are accessible when needed.

The Cartoon

This unique aid is used very little in the grade con-

tacted. There is a definite place for the cartoon in the

classroom if it is well-drawn with a carefully selected sub-

ject. The cartoons in the majority of the newspapers and

magazines use politics for their subjects and are of little

interest to the sixth grade child.

Comics

The comic book has become exceedingly popular with

the child of sixth grade age. It is an everyday occurrence
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for the teacher to find a comic book propped on the pupils'

desk, concealed by a geography or other large book, during the

study period. Its appeal lies in the universal attraction

which pictures hold for children in the elementary and on

through the junior high schools. Teachers of this age

child are of the opinion that this type of pictorial presen-

tation could be utilized for teaching purposes. The comic

book as it stands is the most widely used visual aid, as far

as the pupil is concerned, in this investigation. However,

it is not educational. On the contrary it has a bad influ-

ence on the individual child and on the entire program.

An article on this subject in the March, 1949 issue

of the National Parent Teacher states that no generation of

children at any time or in any part of the v/orld has faced

the impact of such a mass influence as American children now

face with comic books. The number of comic books is stagger-

ing. No public agency at this moment has access to the actual

figures, but there are at present more than four hundred differ-

ent titles. About fifteen million comic books are published

every week; that is, about sixty million a month or about seven

hundred and twenty million a year.

At the most only one-tenth of these books are the

animal comics about which the comic book business boasts so

much, and which are really an insignificant part of the output.
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The influence of ccr.dc books may not be easily apparent

in the behavior of a child. But if he doesn't break into some

candy store, that does not mean that the comics have made no

impression on him. The most dangerous effect they have is a

subtle distortion of human values

Comic books are such strong fare that children may well

lose the sensitivity that is necessary for an appreciation of

the finer things in life, like art, literature, and cultural edu-

cation. Librarians have noted all over the country that since

the enormous rise of comic books, children have been reading

less good children's books. Classics condensed into comic book

versions do not create a desire for good literature. They do

just the opposite. They focus attention on pictures rather than

on words and frequently depict the classics as a compilation of

violent details, giving children the false idea that this is

what makes classic literature. The same is true of comic books

about history, which often depict history falsely.

In addition, comic books indoctrinate children with

stereotyped images and prejudices against certain races, minor-

ity groups, foreign-born Americans and foreigners.

1

This is where the teachers and the parents enter the

picture. We should let the editors know which comics should

remain on the market, for they are going to print what they

think the public demands.

"What Are Comic Books?", National Parent Teacher , March, 1949.





Maps and globes used as visual aids.
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Maps , Globes, Charts and Graphs

Fifty of the schools investigated use maps, globes,

charts and graphs as recommended by the State Department of

Education. Teachers discovered that maps can be misleading

and that careful instruction must be given to the pupil

regarding the use of the different maps and globes. Most of

the school collections contain world maps, special area maps,

physical maps and pictorial maps. The map picture was the

one selected which seemed best adapted to meet the need of

the students. By the use of several maps a complete story

was told in one social studies class. The globe was used in

conjunction with the map. They used both desk and floor model

globes.

Charts and graphs are aids which belong in the classi-

fication with maps and globes. Charts, particularly those

showing time lines and historical sequences, help to visualize

historical development. Diagrammatic charts, such as those

illustrating the structure of governments or community organi-

zations, and picture graphs all aid in bringing before the

students' eyes, a picture of the world and the things upon it.

The social studies teachers were found to use charts

and graphs, but not as extensively as the maps and globes.

Models and Specimens

Only six of the sixty-nine schools contacted use models,

and twenty use specimens in science for the sixth grade pupil.
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One of the schools had a fifth and sixth grade museum, in

which each child had donated specimens and models; such as

flowers, plants, glass, flint, beadwork, miniature buildings

and even stuffed birds. These have proved to be very help-

ful in creating interest in science and nature study.

Radio

Thirty-six schools own and use to advantage the school

radio in the sixth grade. The radio schedules were checked

and the regular programs listed in the weekly lesson plan.

In the sixth grades, during the 194&-49 school term,

the "Books Bring Adventure" series was presented for the

second year by the Junior League of Tampa. All schools having

a school radio participated in this program. In some in-

stances the sixth grade teachers secured radios from out-

side sources in order to participate in these programs. This

series was presented each Friday afternoon over WDAE in Taiipa.

It consisted of stories from childrens' literature. An out-

line of each story was presented to the teachers in book form

at the beginning of the school year, in order that they could

have their pupils prepared for each program. The County Board

appointed a special service teacher for each elementary school

during this school term. In some cases this teacher was for

art, and in others for music, and occasionally she was a combi-

nation of both. Where the special service teacher was an art
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teacher, she instructed the children in poster making. A

poster was nade for each story in the "Books Bring Adventure"

series. At the end of the series a county-wide poster con-

test was held for the elementary children, and an award was

made for the first, second and third best posters.

A weekly presentation of "Make Mine Music" was also

broadcast on Friday afternoons over WFLA in Tampa. This

broadcast consisted of songs and music from every country in

the world. All of the sixth grades with an available radio

participated in this program.

Many radio programs have definite educational objec-

tives. Several of the programs of the large nation-wide

radio net works are planned to integrate with various areas

in the curriculum.

During this school term the sixth grade pupils also

had an opportunity to participate in one broadcast from each

school. This was a presentation of some story from childrens'

literature, sponsored by the teacher and broadcast over T

,.
rFLA

in Tampa. In this instance only a few selected pupils could

participate in the broadcast, and they were selected from the

fourth, fifth and sixth grades. All of the schools with a

radio and public address system listened in on these programs.

One of the teachers gave a series of mock broadcasts

in her school with the aid of the public address system. The

sixth grade pupils wrote the script, the players were selected





Sixth Grade Pupils participating in the Friday

afternoon "Books Bring Adventure" series.
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and rehearsed by the teacher. When they were ready for the

"broadcast" the players went to the principal's office where

the central station was located and the program was broadcast

to each room in the school. This enabled the children to give

an excellent performance when their turn came to go on the air.

The children in these schools were also given an oppor-

tunity to appear on the "Johnny McSafety" programs, which are

broadcast each Saturday morning on WFLA in Tampa. In selecting

pupils for this program the teacher recommended those having

musical talent.

Records and Recordings

Fifty-one of the sixty-nine sixth grade schools own a

school phonograph or record player. Some of the more progressive

schools have a record player for twenty-one inch records,

equipped with a loud speaker. The records used were orchestral

selections, instrumental pieces, songs, speeches and stories.

The most popular of these recordings was the album of

records of the "Sing a Song of Friendship" series, by Irving

Caesar. This album was presented to the Hillsborough County

elementary schools by the Tampa Lodge No. 1044, B'NAI B'RITH

and Tampa Chapter No. 605, B'NAI B'RITH Women, as a community

service for advancing mutual understanding among people of

every faith in the tradition of the American heritage.
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In the introduction to this series Fannie Hurst said

that "Sing a Song of Friendship" might classify as a juvenile.

It might also classify as adult reading, as textbook, musical

album, documentary reading and singing, for men, women and for

their children. It is each and every one of these separately.

Together it is a Handbook of Tomorrow. It is likewise a hand-

book to the humanities; to political science; economics; law;

sociology; war and peace. Also it is a handbook of charming

jingles of social significance that cling to the memory on the

wisps of tunes, that cling to the mind with a potency and a

rhythm that make sense. Here are facts of life—one world, all

life packaged into these songs and wisdoms for children of any

age. Here are streamlined ballads, not of yester-year, but of

today and tomorrow. Read them and sing, or sing them and read.

Either way they make music and sense.

This album contains the following recordings:

How to Spell Friendship
It is Always Music to His Ear
I Know a Friendly City
Let » s Make the World of Tomorrow Today
Thomas Jefferski
There's Something About America
We Have a Law
Election Day
A Kan and a laid
Tommy Tax
We Address Him as Lister President
Our Football Team
Child of all Nations
Fifty Friendly Nations
Halleujah' Bless the Peace
Song of the Good Neighbor
This is Our Last Chance for Peace





"3*t ~i/Vi

Sixth Grade group in rural Tampa starting on a field

journey. (Social studies and science).
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The School Journey

Forty-four of the elementary schools contacted made

use of the school journey or field trip. It was well-planned

in advance and follow-up work was provided. All of the sixth

grades had practically the same trips, since the plans had

been made by the teachers and the supervisor who served the

county as a whole . During this term the field trips were in

connection with the science and social studies work.

At the completion of a unit of work covering the dairy,

wheat and cattle farmers of the United States, a plan was then

worked out for a trip to supplement this work. The plan, as

arranged between the teacher and the supervisor was presented

to the principal for approval. Parental permission was obtained

by sending home proper forms, and permission was given by

the school board for the use of the school bus. A schedule

was arranged for all of the schools to have one day each to

make the trip to the same places.

In this instance the children visited the new and ela-

borate home of the Holsum Bakery in Tampa. There they saw the

wheat become a loaf of bread, ready to appear on the grocer's

shelf. From there they visited the Sealtest Dairy, or Southern

Dairies, Inc. A trip to the Swift Heat Packing Company com-

pleted the journey for the day. The three tours consumed the

entire school day. Class discussion from notes taken by the

pupils was the next day's lesson. The films "Wheat Farmer",
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"Dairy Farmer" and "Cattleman" had been shown prior to the

field journey.

A combined social studies, science and art field trip

was planned for these schools to the Singling Brothers Circus

at Sarasota, Florida. Arrangements were made as for the tour

mentioned on the preceding pages, and also with the Atlantic

Coast Railway Company for transportation by train. Many of

these students had never had a train trip. The School Board

provided the transportation from the school to the Union Sta-

tion in Tampa. Funds for the transportation on the train were

collected in advance from the pupils. Some of the schools re-

quested the teacher to make the visit on the weekend prior to

the field journey, and provide a schedule for the entire day.

Where this was done the tour was more beneficial to the class

and the guide was provided with a list of the things the chil-

dren were to see in relation to their work. After covering

this ground they were permitted to attend the circus from an

entertainment viewpoint.

An average of three short trips in the science class

of this group of children were made during the term. The

rural teachers made one or two short journeys in the fields

and woods where possible. Plants, leaves, insects and in

one school a baby rabbit were collected for specimens. The

children in the urban areas made the short trips to the parks

and occasionally no farther than the school grounds. Their
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specimens consisted mostly of flowers, plants and insects.

Cameras were used extensively in all of the field trips, al-

though more were available in the city schools.





Science class on a short field trip,





CHAPTER IV

EVALUATING THE AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

AS PRESENTED IN GRADE SIX, HILLSBOROUGH

COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

As the Hillsborough County Instructional Materials

Center is a service unit whose function is to provide the

schools with all types of audio-visual materials, to keep

records of all materials used and requisitioned, and to

supervise the planning of the program throughout this

County, it was necessary that a large portion of this study

be made in a survey of that Center.

It is interesting to note that in the article of

the Tampa Horning Tribune, November 23, 1947, the Center

owned 302 reels worth .$16,000, including 250 different titles.

This investigation shows that on July 1, 1949, the

Film Library now has 450 reels worth $21,870, including 342

different titles.

In 1947 the Board of Public Instruction appropriated

,#3,350 for the purchase of new audio-visual aids. In 1949 the

appropriation is $6,750 for the purchase of new aids.
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Although this appropriation is below the amount needed

in this County, it does indicate that the Center is growing,

and as the Center grows the program grows.

The study also shows an alarming difference in the

visual aids owned and used by the three different types of

schools in this County. The Winter School, which is the regu-

lar school term opening in September and closing in June, the

Summer or "Strawberry" School, opening in March and closing

at the end of nine months in December, and the Negro School.

Although this study is concerned with only the sixth

grade of these schools, the amount of equipment owned and

used will give a complete picture of the situation of the

whole school, as the materials are usually purchased for the

entire school and not for the grades or any one grade. There

are a few exceptions where the school owns little or no equip-

ment, and one or more teachers will personally secure mater-

ials to use in audio-visual instruction in her class, while

other teachers in the same school will not be concerned

enough about the welfare of their children to put forth

any effort in this direction. This situation was found in

both white and Negro schools.

A report made from the executed questionnaire received

from the sixty-nine sixth grade schools is divided into the

three types of schools as follows:
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Winter Schools - 4# Sixth Grade Schools

Number of schools owning the following equipment:

37 motion picture projectors
32 school radios
12 public address systems
42 phonographs or record players
39 use maps and globes
5 models

16 photographs
10 prints
13 stereo-slides
8 recorders

15 specimens
1 filmstrips and projector

Number of schools participating in the following
activities:

36 field trips
3# school plays
35 school pageants
39 radio programs
37 moving pictures

There were twenty-six schools reporting a well-planned,

integrated, audio-visual instructional program. Of the films

and slides used 10$ were industrial and 90$ were especially

prepared for instructive use.

Source of Films and Slides used:

92$ from Instructional Materials Center
5% from Film Library, University of Florida
3$ rented

In the Winter Schools eleven have a special visual

education room for film showing; twenty-one use the school

auditorium for this purpose and five use a classroom. There

is a special person to operate the projector for these films

in thirty-seven schools; fourteen of these are students,
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fifteen are teachers and eight are principals.

There is a special person responsible for checking in

and out all materials for the audio-visual program in thirty-

two schools. The projectors are checked by a mechanic at

regular intervals in thirty schools.

There are sixty-six sections of the sixth grade in the

Winter Schools with a total enrollment of 1,031 pupils. Dur-

ing the 194$-49 school term these children were shown 1,676

films. School journeys were participated in by ninety-six

pupils. There was a definite audio-visual schedule followed

in nineteen of these schools. Only seventeen were able to get

materials at the time they were requisitioned to be used.

Pupils were always prepared in advance for the films they saw

in twenty-three schools.

There was an increased efficiency as to the child's

learning in the Winter Schools of 36$, as a result of the

audio-visual education program.

After taking their reports on the above in considera-

tion, three schools rated their programs as excellent, eighteen

good, fourteen fair, six poor and seven made no comment.

Summer "Strawberry " Schools - 9 Sixth Grade Schools

Number of schools owning the following equipment:

4 motion picture projectors
2 school radios
1 public address system
6 phonographs
7 use maps and globes
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1 models

4 specimens
1 rectograph slide

Number of schools participating in the following
activities:

L field trips
6 school plays
5 school pageants
4 radio programs

There were three of the nine "Strawberry" schools that

reported a well-planned, integrated, audio-visual instructional

program. Of the films and slides used 20$ were industrial and

&Qfo were especially prepared for instructive use.

Source of Films and Slides used:

93$ from Instructional Materials Center
7fo from Film Library, University of Florida

In the Summer Schools two have a special visual educa-

tion room for film showing; two use the school auditorium for

this purpose and one school uses a classroom. There is a

special person to operate the projector for these films in

three schools; two of them are students, two are teachers and

one is the principal. (Two schools use two people for opera-

ting the projector).

There is a special person responsible for checking in

and out all materials for the audio-visual program in three

schools. The projectors are checked by a mechanic at regular

intervals in four schools.
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There are ten sections of the sixth grade in the so-

called "Strawberry" Schools with a total enrollment of two

hundred and sixty-six pupils. During the 1948 summer term

these children were shown one hundred and five films and par-

ticipated in four school journeys. A definite audio-visual

education schedule was followed in two schools. Two schools

were able to get audio-visual materials promptly when they

were requisitioned for use, and four schools always prepared

the pupils in advance for the films they were to see.

There was an increased efficiency as to the child's

learning of 35 fo as a result of the audio-visual program.

Four of these schools rated their programs as fair,

and three rated their programs as poor. Two schools did

not rate their programs.

Negro Schools - 12 Sixth . Grade Schools

Number of schools owning the following equipment:

3 motion picture projector
2 school radios
3 phonographs
4 use maps and globes
1 photographs
1 stereo-slides
1 wire recorder
1 specimens (science)

Number of schools participating in the following
activities:

4 field trips
3 school plays
2 school pageants
4 radio programs (1 borrowed radio used).
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There were two Negro Schools reporting a well-planned,

integrated, audio-visual instructional program. Of the films

and slides used 13% were classed as industrial and 87/S were

prepared for instructive use.

Source of Films and Slides used:

B2/o from Instructional Materials Center
lo'/o from University of Florida Film Library-

Two of the Negro Schools use the auditorium for showing

films and one uses a classroom. The films are shown in

all three schools participating in the program by the teacher.

Three of the schools have a person responsible for

checking in and out all materials for audio-visual education.

The projector is checked by a mechanic at regular intervals by

two schools.

There are seventeen sections of the sixth grade in the

Negro Schools with an enrollment of five hundred and eighteen.

Approximately twenty-eight films were shown to these children

and eight school journeys were made in the entire twelve schools.

There was a definite audio-visual education program followed

in one school. Three schools were able to get materials when they

were requisitioned for use and three always prepared the pupils

in advance for the films they were to see.

There was an increased efficiency as to the child's

learning of 34^» One school rated its program as good, two as

fair and two as poor. Seven made no comment.
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Individual Evaluations of Schools by the Sixth Grade Teacher

Ballast Point School

Scholastic record of pupils improved 30% as a result
of the program.

Program rated "poor".

Insufficient equipment, lack of pupil preparation and
little planning reported by sixth grade teacher.

Bayside School (Special School for the Handicapped)

Scholastic improvement 25%

Program rated "fair".

Since in this special school there is much need for
sight-saving type films, it is suggested colored films
would be restful. The children seem to enjoy them
more. The cerebral palsied children who have trouble
in holding their heads as normal children do to see
a movie, would benefit greatly from a ceiling type
projector. Vu

rith this type of a projector they could
rest their heads on the back of their chairs as they
watch the movie.

Brandon School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 25%

Program rated "poor".

Program could be improved with proper equipment and an
audio-visual room.

Broward School

Average scholastic improvement k0%

Program rated "good".

Could rate higher with a properly equipped visual or
movie room.
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Buffalo School

Scholastic improvement 50$

Program rated "good".

Need visual education room as we are now using the
auditorium for showing films.

Citrus Park School (rural).

Scholastic improvement 25f

Program rated "fair".

Program could be improved by: operator who understands
how to operate and care for the movie projector, more
efficient method of getting films and a visual educa-
tion room is needed.

Cleveland School

Scholastic improvement 20;$

Program rated "good".

Cuesta School

Scholastic improvement 30/2 as result of program.

Program rated "good".

Samples of lesson plans which include the use of the
audio-visual aids should be made and distributed to
the teachers working in the same county.

Every faculty should have at least one person on it
who has had some recent study in audio-visual education,

DeSoto School

Scholastic improvement 25/£

Program rated "good".

Audio-visual room needed.
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Gardenville School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 25%

Program rated "poor".

If the school had a special room equipped for visual
education much improvement could be made.

Graham School

Scholastic improvement 50%

Program rated "excellent".

Henderson School

Scholastic improvement 33 1/3$

Program rated "good".

Improvement could be made with well equipped audio-
visual education room.

Jackson Heights School

Scholastic improvement 50%

Program rated "good".

A gift to the school this year of a sound film strip
has proved to be a valuable addition to our program.

Juvenile Home School (County Detention Home).

No scholastic improvement noted.

Use only phonograph, maps, globes, models and prints.
Do not have a motion picture projector or radio.

Kenly School

Scholastic improvement 50$

Program rated "fair".

Need an audio-visual education room. Use lunchroom
at the present time to show all films.
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Knights School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 50$

Program rated "fair".

The program will not be completely successful until we
can have a special room for audio-visual education use

Lee School

Scholastic improvement from 20$ to 50$, depending on
the individual child.

Program rated as "excellent".

Macfarlane Park School

Scholastic improvement 20$

Program rated "fair".

Need room suitable for audio-visual program. Better
system of receiving materials on time desired.

Mendenhall School

Do not have a movie projector. Found that slides on
life in Ancient Egypt and Greece very helpful in the
social studies. Would like to secure slides on the
modern nations, also on science topics. These do not
seem to be available for Hillsborough County.

Mango School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 30$

Program rated "fair".

A projector of modern design and a projection room is
needed to have a successful program.

Oak Park School

Scholastic increase in efficiency of learning 50$

Program rated "good".

A well equipped audio-visual room is a necessity.
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Orange Grove School

Scholastic increase 55$ as a result of the program.

Program rated "good".

Audio-visual room needed.

Palm River School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 50$

Program rated "good".

Have equipment for successful program, but need audio-
visual education room.

Plant City Bryan School

Scholastic improvement 35$

Program rated "excellent".

Audio-visual room needed, also stereo slides.

Plant City Burney School

Scholastic improvement 30$

Program rated "good".

Audio-visual room needed.

Plant City Jackson School

Scholastic improvement 30$

Program rated "fair".

Our films would be more effective if a manual for each
film or filmstrip was enclosed with the film.

Plant City Woodrow Wilson School

Scholastic improvement 20$

Program rated "fair".

Audio-visual room a necessity.
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Riverview School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 10$

Program rated "fair".

Space is the problem. A special room for audio-visual
program is the solution.

Roosevelt School

Scholastic improvement 25$

Program rated "good".

Ruskin School (rural)

No scholastic improvement noted.

Program rated "poor".

Seffner School (rural)

No scholastic improvement noted.

Program rated "poor".

Seminole School

Scholastic improvement 50$

Program rated "good".

Shore School

Scholastic improvement 25$

Program rated "good".

Sulphur Springs School

Scholastic improvement 20$

Program rated "fair".

Specially prepared audio-visual room is desired - one
large enough to seat all of one grade, where the pro-
jector could be left at all times.
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Tampa Bay Boulevard School

Scholastic improvement 15$

Program rated "fair".

Improvement could be made by having a greater variety
of films at the Instructional Materials Center.

Temple Terrace School

The program is too new to say just what percent of
improvement has been made in the pupils' advancement
this year. Equipment has just recently been purchased,

Program as started rated "good".

Thonotosassa School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 50$

Program rated "good".

Twin Lakes (rural)

Scholastic improvement 20$

Program rated "fair".

"west Shore - Port Tampa School

Scholastic improvement 25$

Program rated "good".

Uimauma School (rural)

Scholastic improvement 25$

Program rated "good".

Audio-visual room needed.

Valrico School (rural)

No scholastic improvement noted.

Program rated "fair".
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About the only visual education we have is pictures
from the various magazines, such as: National
Geographic, Nature, Junior Scientist and children's
magazines. Occasionally we have people from the
health department, forestry department or others
who come on every possible opportunity to show films.
At such times our work is carefully planned. We also
have our field trips which have proved beneficial.

Ybor School

Scholastic improvement approximately JOfo

Program rated "fair".

Antioch School (Summer rural)

No scholastic improvement noted.

Program rated "poor".

Very little equipment.

Dover School ( Summer rural

)

No improvement shown.

Program rated "poor".

Building old and out of date. No modern facilities.
We need a special room for visual education and all
equipment.

Hopewell School (Summer rural)

Scholastic improvement 25$

Program rated "fair".

Insufficient equipment and room.

frit . Bnon School (Summer rural)

No scholastic improvement noted.

Program rated "poor".

No equipment or room.
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Pinecrest School (Summer Rural)

Scholastic improvement 25/»

Program rated "fair".

Need an audio-visual room.

Trapnell School (Summer Rural)

Scholastic improvement 30$

Program rated "fair".

Need an audio-visual room. Now using the auditorium
which is also used for a classroom.

Turkey Creek School (Summer Rural)

Scholastic improvement 30%

Program rated "fair".

Dunbar Elementary School (Negro)

Scholastic improvement 15%

Program rated "fair".

Visual education room needed.

Lomax Elementary School ( Negro

)

Scholastic improvement 50%

Program rated "good".

An audio-visual room is needed.

Meecham Elementary School (Negro)

Scholastic improvement is 33% as a result of our
audio-visual education program.

R. B. Allen - Port Tampa Negro School

No scholastic improvement noted.
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Program rated "poor".

Insufficient equipment, room and aids.

Wimaurna Negro School (rural)

No scholastic improvement noted.

Program rated "poor".

Only one school journey and one pageant during the year,

The other seven Negro schools in Hillsborough do not

have a visual education program.





CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Fifty-four of the sixty-nine sixth grade schools in

Hillsborough County presented an audio-visual education pro-

gram ranging from a rating of "poor" to "excellent", accord-

ing to the report of the sixth grade teachers.

During the 194^-49 school term, there was a thirty-

five percent increase in scholastic rating in the County's

sixth grade schools, resulting from the use of the audio-

visual aids.

The schools presenting a satisfactory and effective

program were on a whole, the city schools. These schools

seem to have been able to secure the necessary equipment for

their programs. A few of the larger rural schools, having

grades one through twelve, were also able to present an effec-

tive program. The other rural schools and the Negro schools

appear to be at a "stand-still" as far as audio-visual educa-

tion is concerned.

It is possible that the consolidation of all the

school districts into one large district in the County during

the last two years, may eventually give these schools an equal
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chance to secure the necessary supplies for educational

purposes.

An effective audio-visual aids program need not be

elaborate or expensive. First the school should determine

just what the needs are. A film strip projector is one of

the most satisfactory and economical pieces of equipment.

Only fourteen of these are in use in the country at the pre-

sent time.

This study shows that the need for an audio-visual

room, well equipped and planned, is the cry of all the

schools from the one with the poorest program to the best.

Out of the sixty-nine schools only thirteen have a special

room for audio-visual education. Even these are not rooms

that were planned for the purpose, but merely unused class-

rooms .

There is a growing tendency on the part of school

administrators and boards of education to think in terms

of planned facilities for the use of audio-visual materials.

With greater frequency, audio-visual directors and coordi-

nators are being called upon to advise on the planning and

construction of projection facilities. The audio-visual

administrator must take the initiative in developing this

general education awareness of the acute need of planned
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audio-visual facilities and be ready to assume a major role

in their development whenever an opportunity presents itself.

The following article presents an example of planned facilities

for better and more convenient use of projected aids in class-

room teaching.

The modern projection classroom, pictured on the follow-

ing pages .... was planned to meet the projection needs of

the Williamsport Technical Institute, a division of the Public

Schools of Williamsport, Pennsylvania. In addition to two

projection classrooms like the one illustrated, the school's

visual instruction center also includes and audio-visual aids

library, office, workshop, and photographic laboratory con-

structed in related units.

The term, "Projection Classroom", as used by the writer,

designates a room of average size which embodies the essential

provisions of both a classroom and a projection room. Its

design as a classroom is indicated by adequate lighting, heat-

ing, ventilation, blackboards, and bulletin boards, plus the

insulation against outside noise. As a projection room it

contains many conveniences and facilities which contribute

to the best use of projected aids in classroom teaching.

Restricted size guards against the usual evils of auditorium

projection. Blackboards, bulletin boards, and arm chairs

make possible the usual classroom techniques associated with

good utilization of instructional materials.
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The answer to the question of what constitutes well-

planned projection facilities for a particular school situa-

tion is more difficult to answer than one would suppose at

first thought. Beyond accepted standards of room shape,

seating areas, and screen placement, educational literature

offers only general suggestions without many examples of

specific application.

Final room plans, shown in the illustration, represent

the combined thinking of school officials, department chair-

men and classroom instructors. The entire construction from

blueprints to equipment installation was handled as a training

project by veteran and high school students in the various

school departments.

Keeping projection equipment and other materials in a

special room eliminates the cost of repairs to equipment

often damaged when moved. It costs less to equip a special

room with everything needed for showing films than it costs

to provide partial equipment for several rooms. It is also

a saving of time to have the projection equipment in place

ready for each lesson. Teachers find that having visual aids

concentrated in one room are more accessible when they want

to use them.

"A Modern Projection Classroom", Educational Screen , November,
1948.
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Specific Recommendations

In conclusion the following recommendations are sub-

mitted for the schools investigated and for the County as a

whole:

1. The Director of the Instructional Materials Center
should be a person educated in the administration
of Audio-Visual Education.

2. The Advisory Committee of the Instructional
Materials Center should consist of a teacher from
each school who has made a study of audio-Visual
instruction.

3. A more effective and practical distribution of
films and other aids from the Center.

4. Enforce the imposing of fines on the schools that
fail to return films when due, thus insuring the
fulfillment of a planned audio-visual program in
the other schools.

5. An increased appropriation by the County School
Board for the following:

(a) The purchase of additional films of the
same title, and a more varied selection
of materials.

(b) The purchase of maps, globes and charts
to be placed in schools where most needed.

(c) The purchase of movie projectors and film
strip projectors for the schools that do
not have them.

6. A well-planned audio-visual schedule for each of
the schools as part of the daily plans of the
teaching procedure.

7. The teacher properly prepare the children in ad-
vance for the films they are to see, radio pro-
grams they are to hear, field trips they are to
take and other aids to be used.
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3. Each teacher be kept informed by the Director of
the Instructional Materials Center on any and all
new films received by the Center and available
sources of free films and materials which the
teacher may obtain.

9. To impress upon the teacher that audio-visual aids
must not take the place of the textbooks, but only
supplement them.

10. All schools be provided with a specially planned
room for using audio-visual aids.

The teacher must understand, that it is worth while

mastering the methods of audio-visual instruction because they

can promote good teaching when used properly. That is the best

reason why she should equip herself to use them; in the last

analysis it is the only reason. If she thoroughly understands

and assimilates this principle she will not make the mistake

of regarding visual and auditory techniques as an end in them-

selves. She will know that they are merely a powerful means

toward achieving her major purpose—good teaching.





APPENDIX
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TO: PRINCIPALS OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY SCHOOLS

FROM: H. G. Kickliter

SUBJECT: Questionnaire Concerning Audio-Visual Education

As a candidate for a Master of Arts Degree from

Florida Southern College, I am writing a thesis on the sub-

ject of "Audio-Visual Education in Grade Six of the

Hillsborough County Schools". I shall appreciate your having

the sixth grade teacher in your school fill in the blanks be-

low and return in the enclosed self-addressed envelope.

I. THE NATURE OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT IN YOUR SCHOOL

School owns the following (answer "yes" or "no").

Motion picture projector
School radio
Centralized sound system
Phonograph
Maps
Globes
Models
Photographs
Prints
Stereographs
Tape or wire recorder
Specimens
Rectograph slide
Bulletin boards
Opaque Projector

Other

Have you made use of the school journey?
Have you made use of school plays?
Have you made use of radio programs?
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II. DESCRIPTION CF HOW YCUR AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAM OPERATES:

Do you have a well planned, integrated audio-visual

education program?

What proportion of films and slides used are

classed as industrial?

What proportion of films are especially prepared

for instructional use?

What proportion of your slides and films are rented

for class instruction?

What proportion of your slides and films come through

the Instructional Materials Center?

Do you have a special room for your film showing?

Is the auditorium used for this purpose? Is a classroom

used for this purpose? Do you have a special person to

operate the projector and show your films?

Is this person a student , teacher , or principal?

. Do you have one person in your school who is re-

sponsible for checking in and out all materials for your audio-

visual program?

Do you have your movie projector checked by a mechanic

at regular intervals?

Approximately how mafay films have you shown to your

pupils during this school term?
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How many school journeys have your pupils had this

year?_

III. EVALUATION OF YOUR AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

How many pupils in your school are in grade six?

How many sections of sixth grade pupils are in your

school? Do you have a definite audio-visual schedule

which you follow throughout the term? Are you able to

secure audio-visual materials promptly when requisitioned?

Are your pupils always prepared in advance for the

films they see? What percentage of increased effic-

iency as to the child's learning do you think the program

has rendered?

After taking your answers above into consideration

would you rate your present audio-visual program as "excellent"

"good" "fair" or "poor"

IV. Please list below one or more recommendations which would

make a more effective and integrated audio-visual instructional

program in your class:
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PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Education

University of Florida - 1929-31

University of Tampa - 1933

Florida Southern College - 1937-39

Florida Southern College - 1947-49

Degree

Florida Southern College - B. 3. - 1939

Professional Experience

Classroom Teacher " years
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Junior High School Principal - 8 years

Senior High School Principal - 6 years

Public Schools of the State of Florida
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